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Happy New Year and I hope you
enjoyed a break with your family

over the festive season.
I am not the only person to have said

that 2009 will be a very challenging
year for working people as employers try
to make them pay for the capitalist crisis
we find ourselves in.

It is becoming clearer by the day that
emergency government action is
required to halt damaging job losses in
the transport industry.

The direct threat to hundreds of jobs
at railfreight company EWS, now re-
branded Deutsche Bahn (DB) - Schenker
by its German owners, must be stopped.

Yet, despite the fact that the
government has pledged itself to a ‘new
environmentally friendly approach’ to
Britain’s freight industry, Transport
Secretary Geoff Hoon has told me
nothing could be done. This is not good
enough.

Railfreight has a critical role to play
for Britain’s future economic and
environmental wellbeing, but here we
are faced with a massive threat to jobs
that must be met with support and
action.

Without an extensive rail freight
sector in Britain we simply cannot tackle
pressing environmental issues such as
climate change and prevent more and
more traffic on our congested roads. 

DB clearly has no interest in
maintaining a viable freight sector in
this country. As German campaigner
Hans-Gerd Öfinger explains in this
magazine, the state-owned company has
ambitions to become the world’s biggest
logistics monopoly regardless of the
impact that this will have in any single
country.

But this government should
understand that once we start losing
trains and hubs the long-term cost of re-
investing will be far greater than
emergency intervention now.

RMT intends to prevent National
Express East Anglia slashing more than
300 jobs and downgrading passenger
services. The union has already secured a
90-day consultation period and a
postcard campaign will be launched this
month.

The union is also battling to ensure
that South West Trains is not allowed to
slash ticket-office opening times, in line
with objections made by the rail
passengers’ watchdog.

RMT has asked transport Minister

Lord Adonis to act decisively in
passengers’ interests and stop cuts that
would leave 114 stations without ticket
offices at weekends and dozens more
without cover.

While these companies are using the
recession to justify these cuts, these
privateers are imposing another round of
inflation-busting fares hikes of between
six and 11 per cent.

This legalised scam has made private
shareholders rich at the expense of
passengers and rail workers’ jobs.

RMT has revealed stark figures that
show how the big five transport groups
are converting fare hikes into bumper
profits, fuelling dividend increases of at
least ten and as high as 33 per cent.

The union also revealed that the
government has admitted that it has
never tested whether rail services could
be run more efficiently in the public
sector – despite claiming that rail
franchising delivers value for money.

This lack of action from the
government on all these important issues
is one of the reasons RMT held a
conference on the crisis of working class
representation in parliament earlier this
month. 

Despite these difficulties, RMT
continues to win pay deals that members
deserve.

The union recently negotiated a
three-year deal for members at
NorthLink Ferries which provides a five
per cent pay increase for the first year
backdated to October 2008. An
additional two weeks annual leave will
also be rostered from 2010.

For bus workers, RMT will be
producing guidelines for working hours
and a new charter is in the pipeline.

Finally, the appalling military
bombardment of Gaza by Israeli forces
are disgraceful and unacceptable.
Hundreds of Palestinian citizens are
being slaughtered by Israeli forces using
white phosphorus shells which can cause
horrific burns and are illegal under
international law.

The British government should at
least follow the example of the
Venezuelans and withdraw its
ambassador in protest at these crimes
against humanity.

Best wishes
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NOT LISTENING: National Express East Anglia train travels through
Ingatestone, Essex but the company is not listening to complaints about
their devastating planned job cuts.

RMT is stepping up the
campaign to get National

Express East Anglia to scrap
plans to slash more than 300
jobs and downgrade passenger
services by launching a postcard
campaign.

RMT newest parliamentary
group member Ian Gibson MP
will be putting down an early
day motion (below) on the issue
when Parliament reconvenes. 

The union has also
negotiated a 90-day
consultation period with the
company before the axe falls on
jobs and services.

The planned cuts would leave
stations unstaffed at peak hours,
reduce the help available to
disabled passengers, and destroy
award-winning catering
facilities if restaurant cars are
axed.

The company’s plans would
also result in dirty trains if the

number of train cleaners is cut.
Passenger access to simple
service information will also
suffer if its dedicated call centre
in Norwich is closed, with calls
diverted to the already
overloaded national rail
enquiries line.

National Express has just
increased fares by six per cent
on East Anglia trains, despite
the group raking in huge profits
and handing shareholders £40
million in dividends in the first
half of this year alone.

When National Express
Group won the franchise in
2004 it promised to provide
improved booking office
facilities and a new customer
information systems in the
region.

The company also committed
itself to continuing to offer
catering facilities from on-board
kitchens on London to Norwich

trains and the recruitment of 40
additional customer facing roles
at stations and on trains
improving communication with
passengers.

Yet now the company wants
to cut more than 300 jobs,
which can only result in a worse
service to passengers who are
already paying through the nose
for it.

RMT general secretary Bob
Crow said that National Express
was putting the interests of its
shareholders ahead of any
consideration for providing
decent services.

“For a company that
promised to enhance passenger
service when it took on the
franchise that is unacceptable,
and we hope that passengers
will join us in telling National
Express that their rail services
are more important than its
shareholders,” Bob said .

RMT STEPS UP CAMPAIGN
TO SAVE NATIONAL
EXPRESS JOBS

PROPOSED EARLY DAY MOTION
REDUCTION IN SERVICES AT
NATIONAL EXPRESS EAST ANGLIA
That this House expresses concern
that National Express East Anglia’s
announcement of over 300
redundancies will inevitably
damage passenger services and hurt
the communities of the rail workers
affected; is further concerned that
passenger security and information
will be reduced as stations are de-
staffed, which in turn could
contribute to safety problems this
winter with a lack of early morning
de-icing duties and very restricted
assistance for disabled passengers
boarding trains; is alarmed that the
Company intends to remove its
award winning restaurant car and
that the reduction in train cleaners
will lead to dirty trains and the
build-up of rubbish; believes
National Express Group is
motivated by a desire to protect its
profit margin and this is not the
result of a proper assessment of
passenger needs in which account
is also taken of the views of the
trades unions; further believes the
proposals fly in the face of
National Express’s statement on the
signing of the franchise that
passenger ‘customer service’ would
be enhanced and is appalled that
these cuts are taking place when
National Express Group has so far
paid out £40.2m in shareholder
dividends in 2008 and preside over
a 6% increase in ticket prices; calls
upon the Company to reverse its
decision and jointly agree sensible
and adequate staffing levels across
the franchise with the trade unions.
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Industrial action by
Docklands Light Railway

control-room staff scheduled
to begin on January 5 was
suspended after Serco-
Docklands withdrew rosters it
had intended to impose,
pending further talks.

RMT members in the DLR
control room were scheduled
to begin a work-to-rule and
overtime ban after voting
overwhelmingly for both

strike action and action short
of a strike, and the union had
indicated that it would ballot
its entire DLR membership in
the New Year.

“The withdrawal of the
disputed rosters is a common-
sense step towards what we
hope will be a successful
resolution of this dispute,”
RMT general secretary Bob
Crow said.

“During talks the company

agreed to set up a working
party to discuss the issues
involved, and clearly there is
more talking to be done to
reach a settlement.

“However, the company
has stepped back from
unilateral imposition of the
rosters at the heart of this
dispute, and as a result we
have suspended the action,”
Bob said.

RMT shift workers responsible
for fault-finding and

maintaining the electrical supply
to London’s Tube launched their
third 36-hour strike on
Christmas night in a dispute
over employer EDF Energy
Powerlink’s refusal to concede a
claim for pay-parity with
permanent day workers. 

Some 25 RMT 'shift testers'
took strike action over a period
during which substantial
maintenance work is done and
is expected to result in delays to
the network re-opening.

“Our members have already
delivered two rock-solid 36-hour
strikes, yet the company is still
refusing to acknowledge a
straightforward claim for pay
parity,” RMT general secretary
Bob Crow said.

“Day-work staff rightly
received a £3,000 increase for
delivering flexibility, and their
shift-working colleagues are
simply seeking recognition of
the flexibility they too have
delivered, not least in accepting
sweeping shift changes that
have disrupted their work-life
balance,” he said.

EDF Energy is a transnational
corporation that has made
enormous profits, while at the
same time as pleading poverty it
offered more than £1,000 a shift
to management scabs prepared
to cover work that they have
little or no experience in.  

RMT SUSPENDS
ACTION AFTER DLR
WITHDRAW
DISPUTED ROSTER 

EDF POWER
WORKERS ON
LONDON TUBE
STRIKE FOR
THIRD TIME
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English Welsh and Scottish
Railway (EWS) has been

officially rebranded as DB
Schenker from January 1 2009,
after being bought up by
German state railways Deutsche
Bahn (DB) in 2007.

DB Schenker West combines
all the freight transport and
logistic activities of DB
employing over 88,000 staff in
about 130 countries. The buyout
of EWS was part of DB’s drive
to become the world’s largest
logistic and freight company.

Deutsche Bahn has exploited
the privatisation of the
European rail goods transport
market created by European
Union directives and EU rail
packages demanding full
‘liberalisation’ of the rail-freight
sector by 2006.

Despite buying up other rail
networks in Europe and taking
stakes in London Overground
and Chiltern Railways, Berlin
called off the part-privatisation
of the German state railway in

October due to the ongoing
economic crisis(see page 16/17).

However, DB boss Hartmut
Mehdorn (pictured) wants to
take advantage of the rail
privatisation process being
pushed by Brussels across
Europe. 

For instance, DB Schenker
recently completed the takeover
of the Romanian freight
forwarding company Romtrans
through a Vienna-based
subsidiary.

Norbert Bensel, chairman of
DB Schenker, said: "With
Romtrans under the corporate
umbrella of DB Schenker, we are
significantly expanding our
presence in Romania”. 

Mehdorn also sees major
growth for rail freight on long-
distance corridors in Europe. He
pointed to the development of
services to Istanbul, and the
2008 trial in which a freight
train travelled from Beijing to
Hamburg in 12 days - half the
time of sending freight by ship.

This ties in with DB's strategy of
buying up operators in other
countries, such as Transfesa in
Spain and EWS with its French
and Spanish subsidiaries, Euro
Cargo Rail.

Mehdorn admits that DB,
with its slash and burn tactics,
could never have won a licence
to operate in competition with
France’s state railway, ‘SNCF
Fret’, because of opposition
from French unions. Yet Euro
Cargo Rail (ECR) by sneaking in
under the radar as a small
‘start-up’ company – albeit one
with the backing of Europe’s
largest freight operator - has
already given DB a ten per cent
market share in France, with
ambitious growth plans to take
up to 25 per cent.  This is
already having a dramatic
impact in France where train
drivers took strike action in
November 2008 against SNCF
attempts to alter their terms and
conditions to make them
‘competitive’ with private freight

operators.
DB Schenker will now split

its operations into three regions:
west, central and eastern Europe
as part of ongoing expansion
plans.

EWS, led by its existing
management, will be in charge
of the west, which includes
Britain, France and Spain.

The central region will cover
Germany, Italy, the Netherlands,
Belgium, Switzerland, Denmark
and Sweden. The eastern region
will cover Poland and Eastern
Europe.

In a recent interview, Klaus
Kremper, CEO of DB Schenker
said: “We have become very
strong in the west with our
subsidiary EWS, its own
subsidiary Euro Cargo Rail, and
our new Spanish acquisition,
Transfesa.

"EWS is the biggest rail
cargo provider in Britain, and it
has all of the clearances for
transport through France,” he
said.

Companywatch

EWS REBRANDED AS 
‘DB SCHENKER – WEST’
BY GERMAN OWNERS

RAIL FOR ALL: German protesters demand an end to the
fragmentation of Deutsche Bahn
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RMT has pledged that it will
fight to stop job losses at
Deutsche Bahn-owned
railfreight company EWS – now
known as DB Schinker.

Condemning its plan to sack
530 workers in an
environmentally-critical
transport sector, RMT has

challenged EWS to confirm that
there will be no compulsory job
losses and that it will end the
“disgraceful” practice of
employing people on zero-hours
contracts.

The union has made it clear
to EWS that it intends to fight
the job losses and defend an

industry that is vital to the
future health of the
environment and the economy.

RMT general secretary Bob
Crow said that the company’s
plan to slash jobs amounted to a
liberalised asset-stripping attack
in an industry that was essential
for the long-term health of the
economy and the environment.

“EWS is even trying to use a
legal loophole to sidestep its
obligation to undertake a 90-
day consultation, so we can
only assume that it wants to
avoid constructive dialogue on
how to avoid these cuts and
weather the worst of the
recession,” he said.

The union has asked

Transport Secretary Geoff Hoon
to intervene to prevent job
losses that would inflict lasting
damage on the economy and
environment.

“Protecting rail-freight
capacity is essential if we are to
win the battle to reduce carbon
emissions, and we know that
once we start losing trains and
hubs the long-term cost of re-
investing will be far greater
than the short-term cost of
maintaining them.

“We have told EWS that
these cuts are unacceptable to
our members and their families
and we will fight to stop them,”
Bob Crow said. 

RMT has called on the
government to use its

powers to ensure that South
West Trains is not allowed to
slash ticket-office opening
times, in line with objections
made by the rail passengers’
watchdog, Passenger Focus.

With a government decision
imminent on whether to allow
cuts at 114 stations that would
leave dozens without ticket
offices at weekends and dozens
more without evening and early
morning cover, RMT has asked
transport Minister Lord Adonis
to act decisively in passengers’
interests.

SWT trains passengers are
already facing New Year
increases in unregulated fares of

more than seven per cent, but
the government can act to stop
ticket-office cuts which would
impose a vastly poorer service
as well.

RMT general secretary Bob
Crow said that the government
had the power to stop the
unwarranted cuts and he has
asked the minister to act
decisively in the interests of
passengers.

“Our campaign against these
cuts was endorsed by large
numbers of passengers who
were as horrified about the
prospect as our members are.

“It is unacceptable that a
hugely profitable company like
SWT should attempt to lay off
vital front-line railway staff, not

least in the current economic
climate.

“We need to see more staff
on stations, not fewer, but if
SWT is allowed to get away
with it other greedy train

operators will see it as a green
light to shut ticket offices across
the rail network,” Bob said. 

RMT WILL FIGHT
‘UNACCEPTABLE’
EWS JOB LOSSES
Union condemns
‘liberalised, asset-
stripping attack’ on
vital rail-freight sector

DON’T LET SOUTH WEST TRAINS
SAVAGE TICKET OFFICES



RMT has said that the time has
come to end the ‘great rail-fares
rip-off’ and sack the privateers
responsible for a ‘legalised scam’
that has made private
shareholders rich at the expense
of passengers and rail workers’
jobs.

As monopoly rail operators
implement another round of
punishing inflation-busting fares
hikes of between six and 11 per
cent, RMT revealed stark figures
that show how the big five
transport groups are converting
fare hikes into bumper profits,
fuelling dividend increases of at
least ten and as high as 33 per
cent.

The union also revealed that
the government has admitted, in
answer to parliamentary

questions, that it has never
tested whether rail services
could be run more efficiently in
the public sector – despite
claiming that rail franchising
delivers value for money.

QUESTION TIME

John McDonnell MP asked the
Secretary of State for Transport
Paul Clark whether his
Department had made an
assessment of the value for
money of (a) integrating rail
infrastructure and operations in
the public sector and (b)
separating train and station
operations from rail
infrastructure maintenance and
renewals.

The minister replied that no
such formal assessment had

been made while admitting that
the structures put in place at
privatisation were flawed. 

Mr McDonnell also asked
whether the transport
department had a comparator to
assess the relative value for
money of private and public
operation of railway passenger
services.

Mr Clark responded that
government's policy was that
rail passenger services are
provided by the private sector
through competition to operate
publicly-specified franchises. 

“There are no public
operations which could provide
the yardstick for a comparator,”
he said, ignoring the enhanced
performance of South Eastern
services while it was in the
public sector.

HUGE FARE INCREASES 

RMT general secretary Bob Crow
said that passengers being
forced to fork out huge
increases in fares and season
tickets for overcrowded services
had every reason to ask how the
operators can rake off such huge
amounts of their money as so-

called ‘profits’.
“The government has used

huge sums of public money to
prop up and nationalise failing
banks, but when it comes to the
railways there is more than
enough evidence to show that
bringing them back into the
public sector would leave
taxpayers and passengers better
off.

“It seems that the rail
privateers want everyone else to
tighten their belts so that their
shareholders can keep their
snouts in the trough – yet the
government insists that the set-
up delivers value for money.

“When rail users are facing
another massive fares hike and
rail workers are threatened with
redundancy just to protect the
profits, we all have the right to
ask: value for money for whom?

“Parliament’s own transport
select committee has said that
no amount of tinkering can
resolve the fundamental flaws in
the franchising system, and the
time has come to bring them all
back into the public sector
where the belong,” Bob said.
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TIME TO END PRIVATE
RAIL FARES RIP-OFF
RMT reveals that
government ministers have
never tested value of
public-sector alternative to
private rail franchising
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Parliamentary column

2009 will herald some monumental
decisions on the future of
transport infrastructure in this
country. This month, the Secretary
of State will announce his delayed
decision on Heathrow expansion.
This will have a massive impact on
the community that I represent. 

I am not hopeful. To date, this
government, like every past
government, has acceded to every
demand made of them by the
aviation industry ranging from tax
exemptions on fuel to turning a
blind eye to the environmental
impacts of uncontrolled
expansion.

Inevitably, in this period of
recession arguments for Heathrow
expansion will be dressed up as
vital to saving jobs and the
national economy. The hope of the
government and BAA is that short
term economic uncertainties will
override environmental concerns. 

This argument may have some
limited impact but with high speed
rail alternatives being promoted
offering even greater employment
and economic advantages whilst
overcoming many of the
environmental concerns, people
are not so gullible this time round.

The Parliamentary Group will
therefore take a strong interest in
2009 in the report of National
Networks Strategy Group, which
will report on expanding capacity,
electrification and the high speed
rail alternative.

The recession will have a
significant impact on the rail
industry – and we have already
seen announcements or press
reports of large scale job losses at
EWS, South West Trains, National
Express East Anglia and at
Transport for London. 

When we met with the new
Secretary of State in December,
we alerted him to the inherent
dangers of cutting staff. Not only
will job cuts undermine the
government’s policies on
passenger safety and reducing
staff assaults, they will also
contribute to higher

unemployment and misery.

The whole franchising system will
be exposed. The franchises are
also increasing fares well above
the level of inflation as they seek
to insulate their profits from the
inevitable downturn in rail
passenger growth. In 2009, many
franchises may also be
approaching the DfT asking for an
increase in their subsidy or for a
decrease in the premium they
must pay. The government should
have one response: “thanks, we’ll
take the keys”. 

The protection of jobs and living
standards in the recession will be
a priority for every union and for
the Trade Union Co-ordinating
Group, which will hold its
parliamentary launch in January at
a House of Commons reception.

RMT will be hosting its annual
parliamentary rail seminar in the
spring, looking at an integrated
transport policy. The cuts currently
being mooted by freight and
passenger franchises would also
undermine the government’s
environmental objectives of getting
both passengers and freight off
the roads and out of the skies and
onto the rail. 

When the banking sector was on
the brink of collapse in the
autumn, billions of taxpayer
pounds bailed out several banks
and injected liquidity that saved
more. 

Suddenly, nationalisation was
back on the agenda and
competition law ignored. What did
the taxpayer get for its largesse? A
higher repossession rate, interest
rate cuts not passed on, and a
continuation of business-as-usual. 

When the rail franchises come
with their begging bowl in 2009,
we need to be ready not with
charity for the rich bosses, but
socialist public ownership and
control for the good of passengers
and workers alike.

John McDonnell 
MP for Hayes and Harlington

THE
CHALLENGES
AHEADThe Welsh Assembly has

produced a rail programme
designed to make greater use of
the powers provided by the
Railways Act of 2005.

Deputy First Minister and
Minister for Economy and
Transport Ieuan Wyn Jones set
out his plans for moving
towards a more integrated
transport system for Wales. 

“We are committed to our
One Wales goal of securing a
system of integrated transport
fit for the 21st century, which
will both unite our nation and
deliver on our plans for a
drastic cut in carbon emissions,"
he said.

Until recently, rail
infrastructure projects were
delivered through local
authorities using Transport
Grant arrangements. 

But with the move to
Regional Transport Plans, rail
projects will now be delivered
according to the priorities of the
Assembly Government as set out
in One Wales.

For example, this month will
see the start of the Holyhead to
Cardiff Express to improve
north-south links.

Other commitments include
extra carriages and services on
the Valleys lines, and the
addition of an Ebbw Vale to
Newport service as a priority. 

Up to £47 million has also
been secured today through the
Strategic Capital Investment
fund for the proposed rail
infrastructure improvements
between Wrexham-Chester and
Gowerton-Lougher.

The Transport Minister said
that his aim was to provide
better links between strategic
centres of population, improving
the distribution of economic
development opportunities. 

“Investing in road and rail
links isn’t cheap. But for once,
rail is getting a good deal also,”
he said. 

NEW
TRANSPORT
SYSTEM
FOR WALES
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RMT has finally received a
formal pay offer from Royal
Fleet Auxiliary regarding the
2008 to 2010 pay review which
is a three-year pay deal made
up of a 1.9 per cent uplift in
basic pay and the introduction
of a non-consolidated bonus
scheme.

It has to be said that this is
probably the most farcical way
the pay award has been dealt
with and we had to invoke all
three stages of the disputes
procedure right up to meeting
with the RFA command
secretary at Whitehall before
getting this far. 

Whilst the command
secretary was most apologetic,
there can be no excuse for the
shambolic way in which this
issue has been dealt with over
the last few months. A clear
message has been given that
RMT will not tolerate such a
delay in the future. 

The union has asked our
parliamentary group led by
John McDonnell MP to raise our

concerns in parliament and
several letters from both myself
and the general secretary have
been sent to highest level. 

What is most disappointing
about the offer is that not all of
the money available will be
consolidated or pensionable,
apparently due to restraints
being placed on the employer
by the treasury. 

While the total sum on offer
does represent more than the
present level of inflation or the
levels forecast for future years it
still falls short of members
aspirations and a referendum of
all RMT members in RFA is now
under way. If this offer is
rejected it may well lead to the
union balloting our members
with a view to taking industrial
action.  

STENA LINE 

Following a recent decision by
Stena Line to reduce the number
of sailing on the HSS in
Holyhead, meetings were held
with the company over the

employment prospects of those
seafarers affected by this
decision.

The union was pleased to
learn that whilst the company
had taken this measure, along
with the decision to replace the
Seatrader with the Nordica,
there would be no redundancies.
In fact there will be more
employment opportunities in the
port of Holyhead. Following
recent meetings the company
has agreed to accept CV’s from
ratings who had lodged them
with RMT with a view to
employing suitably qualified
ratings.

AWSR/ FORELAND SHIPPING 

Members working for
AWSR/Foreland Shipping will
receive an increase of 3.3 per
cent from January 1 2009. RMT
is working with the company to
finalise arrangements for the
reduction in tours of duty for
members working on vessels
deployed on  MOD routes from
12 weeks on/12 weeks off to
eight on/eight off.

This change will not affect
members working on the vessels
which are deployed in the Baltic
on domestic routes who already
enjoy six week on/six weeks off.

The company has raised
some concerns with the
practicalities of this change and
any additional travel costs
incurred. RMT has argued that
there are no additional costs. In
fact the company would
probably reduce costs because n
average trip to the Gulf and the
Falklands is approx seven weeks
and the time spent in
Marchwood probably equates to
no more than eight weeks. I am
confident the union can resolve
these issues and I look forward
to advising you of a positive
outcome.  

RFA FINALLY PROVIDES
FORMAL OFFER 
National secretary Steve Todd gives an
update on shipping matters

Inland Revenue has made it
clear that it intends to
implement changes to
entitlement to Seafarers
Earnings Deductions despite
RMT, Nautilus UK and
Chamber of Shipping
representations. 

IR will not automatically
disqualify construction,
construction support, well
service and dive support
vessels from SED qualification. 

However, if the vessel is
deemed to be an offshore
installation engaged in the
exploitation of mineral
resources and it is standing or
stationed, there will not be
eligibility for SED under the
new rules. 

The Inland Revenue claims
it is legally required to make
changes to the existing SED
entitlement so that it reflects
the Pride of South America
judgement. 

The union stated that the
proposed implementation of
changes to apply from the
2007/08 tax return was
unacceptable as it applied the
changes to members financial
arrangements on a
retrospective basis. 

Unfortunately, the IR still
intend to make the new SED
rules effective from 2007/08
and revised Guidance will be
available in February although
individuals will have an
extended period to send
amendments to their original
2007/08 return.  

Individuals are strongly
advised to check directly with
the Inland Revenue if they any
questions on their individual
tax arrangements. A link to
the latest information at the
time of writing is provided
below:
http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/manu
als/eimanual/EIM33000.htm

CHANGES TO
SEAFARERS
EARNINGS
DEDUCTIONS 

ROYAL FLEET AUXILARY: (left to right) RMT national Secretary Steve Todd, outgoing
RFA convener Dave Leonard, present RFA convener Andy Claire and EC member Mark
Carden.
Dave Leonard was recently given a vote of thanks by the union’s executive committee for
his sterling work as RFA convener over many years.  Steve Todd said that Dave’s role as
the very first elected convener in RFA came at a very difficult time and was never an
easy role.
“Nobody really knew the effort Dave gave both on a daily basis and behind the scenes.
“His commitment to the members was priceless as was his knowledge of the RFA.
“I was alongside Dave on the picket line in Aberdeen during the dispute in 1988 and he
was never one to dodge an argument on behalf of seafarers throughout that dispute or
over the last 20 years. 
“We wish him well for the future and thank him whole heartedly.
“We now welcome Andy and look forward to working closely with him over the coming
years,” Steve said.



RMT has played a full role in
the review of the National
Minimum Wage (NMW) being
carried out by the Low Pay
Commission. 

The union submitted a
written response to the
commission and recently
commissioners accepted an RMT
invite to listen to a group of
low-paid cleaning grade
members in London talk about
their experiences.

The commissioners will make
a recommendation to
government in February on the
level the National Minimum
Wage should be set at in
October 2009, so it was essential
for the union to make the
strongest possible representation
for a minimum wage that keeps
all workers above the poverty
threshold.

Commissioners visited Unity
House to meet RMT members,
regional organiser Brian
Whitehead, TUC deputy general
secretary Francis O’Grady and
Susan Anderson, HR policy head
at the CBI (in possibly the first
visit to Unity House by an
employee the CBI). 

RMT members, who were
drawn from across the
contractors working on London
Underground and at Kings
Cross, spoke eloquently of the
struggle to survive on the
minimum wage of £5.73 and the
problems they face every day at
work.

They recounted stories of
hardship and exploitation which
left a powerful impression on
the commissioners. The need for
two, even three jobs in order to
just survive financially is
commonplace amongst RMT
cleaning grade members in
London. This means that they

can be working up to an
incredible 20 hours a day
leaving virtually no time to see
their families or friends, not to
mention no possibility of
pursuing further educational
opportunities. 

APPALLING CONDITIONS

The commissioners were made
aware that low-paid work
cannot be divorced from
appalling terms and conditions
of service; that the solidarity
shown by cleaners working for
the London Underground
contracts in their successful
struggle for a ‘Living Wage’ of
£7.45 per hour was all the more
impressive when  measured
against the daily exploitation
faced. 

They are workers without
rights, and have been described
as the ‘modern slaves’. The

commissioners heard about the
prevalence of third-party
sackings, whereby an individual
is dismissed on the basis of a
decision of a compliance
manager working for another
company. 

The individual concerned
may never find out why he or
she was removed and has no
recourse to the proper
disciplinary process, including
fair right of appeal. 

Cleaners on the Underground
might not have received a pay
rise for four years, can be sent
home without pay if there is not
any work and could even be
sacked for sleeping on official
rest breaks.

They could be forced to buy
tickets to travel between the
stations they clean and may
have no mess room for use
during breaks on an eight-hour
shift. 

The tendency of cleaning
contractors to use lower paid
agency staff as a way keeping
its directly employed workforce
divided was also explained to
the Commissioners.

Throughout the union’s

campaigning during this time of
financial crisis, the message is
that now, more than ever, the
poorest people in society need
the most protection, because
disproportionally, they are
hardest hit by increases in living
costs. 

At the same time, in no sense
can low-paid workers be said to
have benefitted from the
financial growth of the last 15
years. RMT is campaigning for
the minimum wage to be set at
half male median earnings as
soon as possible, building
towards the eventual goal of
two thirds of male median
earnings. 

The union’s written briefing
was praised by the commission
and both commissioners
congratulated the cleaners on
their campaign to secure the
London Living Wage of £7.45
per hour.  
• Members will be kept advised

of developments and the full
RMT written response to the
Low Pay Commission can be
read on the RMT website in
the Research/Consultation
Responses section.
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TACKLING LOW PAY 
RMT members meet Low
Pay Commission to talk
about their experiences 

LOW PAY: RMT members with TUC deputy general secretary Francis O’Grady
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RMT’s Council of Executives and the
catering grades conference liaison
committee launched the On-Train Catering
Charter at Unity House recently.

The Charter’s great strength is that key
activists in the grade were closely involved
in the drafting process. As a result the
charter accurately reflects the aspirations of
members across the rail network and the
challenges that are faced on a daily basis.

General secretary Bob Crow said at the
launch that industrial strength relied on
good organisation and high levels of
membership in every workplace and that the
charter demonstrated why every individual
in those grades should join the union and
participate in campaigns to improve their
conditions at work.

“Members should to take this charter into
work and encourage workmates who are not
RMT members to join up by filling in the
application form that comes with each
charter,” he said.

ORGANISING CATERING WORKERS

Catering workers should be celebrated by
train operators as an important part of the
onboard team, offering passengers excellent
customer service.

Instead, due to rail privatisation, these
workers find themselves under threat and
their wages remain desperately low. Train
operators’ primary consideration is to
maximise ticket revenue and profit for
shareholders. Therefore, catering facilities
can be vulnerable as the pressure to increase
seating capacity and strip out costs
intensifies.

Some train companies have reduced and
even removed catering provision from their
services. Any remaining catering staff are
expected work harder, with fewer facilities. 

As an all-grade, industrial union, RMT
can bring each grade together in defence of
caterers. The union will do whatever it can
industrially and politically, to safeguard

catering jobs and it does succeed. First Great
Western was forced into an embarrassing u-
turn thanks to the high profile RMT
campaign against its proposal to remove
buffet cars from its high-speed services.

Being part of the RMT means a whole lot
more than fighting against cuts to catering
services. It means belonging to a union
which is positively working to improve
workplace conditions, your rates of pay and
health and safety. 

But it can’t do any of these things
without first having excellent organisation
throughout the catering grades and the
Charter sets out exactly why every caterer
should belong to the union.

NO CASUALISATION

The railway on-train catering sector has
been characterised by low pay and dreadful

RMT launches On-Train Catering Charter
outlining key demands and best practice
for these frontline workers

A CHARTER FOR CAT
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conditions of service. RMT’s strategy has
focused on improving organisation in these
grades and securing a living wage for low-
paid caterers which ensures that they are at
least kept above the poverty threshold. 

Where catering services have been
contracted out, RMT has persistently lobbied
train operators to bring the services back in-
house. 

The union has pointed out that they are
complicit in the sub-contractors’
exploitation of its staff who are forced to
exist on minimum-wage-level salaries. Here
too, RMT has had real success such as at
ScotRail. 

There must be no casualisation of the
catering workforce as a way of train
operators reducing employment costs. 

All part-time and short-term workers
must be paid the pro-rata full-time rates of
pay and benefit from the same conditions of
service. The correct onboard catering
establishments should be jointly agreed with
RMT and any short-term exceptions should
also be discussed and agreed with RMT
representatives.

TRAVEL FACILITATES

With regard to conditions of service, RMT is
arguing for full travel facilities for all. No
transport worker should have to pay for
train travel to and from work or in their
leisure time anywhere on the network.
Similarly, the long-standing campaign for
an affordable, sustainable and equitable
final-salary pension to ensure dignity in old
age continues. 

GETTING INVOLVED

On-train caterers can get delegated by their
branch to the Catering Grades’ conference
where the issues in the Charter are
discussed. Most branches can provide
financial assistance towards attending the
conference, which this year is in Whitby on
April 17 and 19.

Key demands for RMT on-train catering
grades members
• Retention of on-train catering facilities at

the current level 

• No trolley service to be introduced
without prior agreement with RMT 

• Extra pay protection for low-paid
catering grades

• Decent conditions of service including
full travel facilities and pensions

• Adequate staffing levels

• An end to contract
catering and for the direct employment of
all agency staff

• The highest possible health and safety
standards

• A Charter of Protection to properly
address workplace violence

• Minimum rest breaks and improved staff
facilities 

Copies of the Charter can be obtained from the
RMT National Policy Department, contact Alastair
Gittins a.gittins@rmt.org.uk or 020 7529 8281.

CATERING WORKERS
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A CHARTER FOR
SUPERVISORY,
CLERICAL AND OTHER
SALARIED GRADES 
RMT launches charter for supervisory, clerical
and other salaried grades at Unity House



RMT general secretary Bob Crow
welcomed the launch of a charter

supervisory, clerical and other salaried
grades and congratulated the grades
conference liaison committee and the
activists closely involved in the drafting
process.

The charter, which includes and
membership form in each copy, will be sent
out to every member in those grades as well
as being distributed around the rail network
by activists. 

“This charter is a tool to encourage
workmates who are not members of the
RMT to join,” Bob said.

Copies of both Charters can be obtained
from the RMT National Policy Department
by contacted Alastair Gittins
a.gittins@rmt.org.uk or 020 7529 8281.

YOUR RIGHTS

The charter aims to provide backup support
that all supervisors, clerical and other
salaried workers across transport sectors
need at work, with easy-to-read advice
about employment rights and information
on how RMT is working hard to improve
rates of pay and conditions of service.  

Local managers can be very dismissive of
office health and safety issues, but
employers have a duty of care to their staff
to ensure a safe working environment.  

They must identify the hazards you
might face at work, assess the risk these
hazards pose and detail the steps that will
be taken to prevent those risks. 

RMT is campaigning to eliminate the
threat of workplace violence from
passengers and the charter contains details
of the ten-point Transport Workers’ Charter
of Protection which RMT seeks to agree with
each employer.

SAFETY AT WORK

Improving health and safety at work also
includes dealing effectively with the
problems associated with working in an
office, risks associated with the operation of
computers, as well as bullying and
harassment. 

Other important issues which should be
subject to assessment include the provision
of adequate toilet facilities for staff, the
proper installation and regular checking of
air conditioning units, the right amount of
space at work and security when handling
large amounts of money.

RMT advocates at least one safety rep per
grade, per workplace to cover all shifts,
holiday periods and sickness absence. The
union’s message to reps is clear: ‘don’t be
misled on health and safety, remember your
union will support you’. 

Providing the best possible service to
passengers demands adequately staffed

ticket offices (whose staff have been
properly trained), which are open at
convenient times for the travelling public
from the start to the close of rail traffic.
However, most ticket offices are staffed at
the barest possible level because train
operators have looked to reduce costs.

RMT continues to oppose attempts by
train operating companies to close ticket
offices and reduce their opening times. High
profile postcard campaigns and co-ordinated
leafleting of passengers across the network
by union activists continue to raise this
issue. RMT’s parliamentary group of MPs
also regularly raises these issues in the
House of Commons. Adequate ticket office
establishments should be jointly agreed with
RMT to avoid problems of understaffing
including the real threats to members
associated with lone working. 

Train operators should not be allowed to
‘casualise’ the workforce as a method of
reducing operational costs and this includes
guarding against the issuing of very short
fixed term contracts. It is essential for all
workers to be directly employed rather than
supplied by an agency.

Working in a ticket office has long been

considered a skilled role but there is a real
danger that train operators are devaluing
the job, and losing employees’ specialist
knowledge is a real risk. 

RMT will seek to negotiate the best rates
of pay across the industry for all
supervisory, clerical and salaried grades,
which properly reward these skills, along
with best-practice sick-pay arrangements. 

As for all grades, the union will continue
to campaign for a shorter working week,
decent pensions and free travel facilities for
all.

GET ORGANISED

Every supervisory, clerical and salaried
grade member in every station and office
must be organised. Get involved: attend
branch meetings and encourage attendance
by other supervisory, clerical and salaried
grades members as well - details of times
and venues can be found via the Contacts
section on the RMT website. You can ask
your branch to nominate you to attend the
Supervisory, Clerical and other Salaried
Grades Conference which is being held this
year on the Isle of Wight. 

15
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The struggle against rail
privatisation in Germany has
found a mighty ally in the crisis
of capitalism, which has led to
the abandonment of the part
privatisation of Deutsche Bahn
(DB). 

Yet the recent postponement
of this initial public offering
(IPO) does not solve any major
problems in itself. 

After years of disputes and
half a dozen of different models
for the ways of privatising
Deutsche Bahn (DB), The
German Parliament (Bundestag)
decided last May that Deutsche
Bahn Mobility and Logistics (DB
ML), which embraces the TOCs
and service companies, was to
sell 24.9 percent of its shares in
an IPO scheduled for October
27. 

Hundreds of managers,
bankers and lawyers did their
utmost to organise a successful
IPO including lavish
celebrations. Yet in mid-October,
German minister of finance Peer
Steinbrück called it off as the
effects of the crisis began to bite
in Germany. 

Apologists for privatisation
had always argued that an IPO
was necessary to raise “fresh
capital” urgently needed for
investment in the infrastructure
and – above all – to stabilise
and expand Deutsche Bahn as a
“global player”.

Yet, given the general
collapse in share prices, it was
evident that the IPO would not
raise the required capital.
Steinbrück also recognised the
critical mood in the country

with nearly 80 per cent opposed
to the idea of rail privaisation.
This would cause further trouble
for his Social Democratic (SPD)
party in the coming election
battles of 2009. 

FRAGMENTATION CONTINUES

Despite the fact that German rail
privatisation is off the agenda
for now, the de-facto
fragmentation of the still state-
owned DB has continued. 

With well over 200
subsidiaries, the day-to-day
running and communication is
becoming increasingly difficult.
In their endeavour to make DB
artificially “fit for the stock
exchange” managers have
neglected necessary investment
in infrastructure, rolling stock
and maintenance over the years. 

The Deutsche Bahn
management around CEO
Hartmut Mehdorn have also not
given up their intention to sell
DB ML shares. Just recently
Mehdorn went to see potential
investors in Russia and some
Arabian states and only a few
days later chancellor Angela

Merkel endorsed his search for
investors. 

Under Mehdorn’s leadership,
Deutsche Bahn has already sold
quite a few highly profitable DB
subsidiaries to private capital –
such as the Baltic Sea ferry
company Scandlines, the
Railway Telecom section, the
advertising company Deutsche
Eisenbahnreklame, the
international coach company
Deutsche Touring, the real estate
company Aurelis and some
workshops. 

With Mehdorn in power and
no control exercised over
Deutsche Bahn by politicians
and trade unionists, it is likely
that this bit-by-bit sellout will
continue. 

At the recent TRANSNET
conference last November,
Minister of Transport Wolfgang
Tiefensee told delegates that
there was no question of selling
“essential” DB subsidiaries one
by one. 

This leaves room for
interpretation and fears that
“less essential” rail service
companies such as cleaning
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ECONOMIC WAR AND
RAIL IMPERIALISM
Hans-Gerd Öfinger of the German
anti-rail privatisation campaign
Bahn Von Unten reports on the
the struggle against rail
privatisation in his country 

PROTEST: Portugese rail workers join the huge international
demonstration in Paris in November against EU rail directives
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(BRG), maintenance and others
might be sold for a song before
long and the workers affected
will suffer job losses and
unemployment – or at best
worsening conditions if they are
lucky.

EU ‘LIBERALISATION’

In his desparate gamble to get
DB established as a profitable
shareholding company and a
global player in the world
logistics market, Hartmut
Mehdorn is likely to do
whatever possible to raise cash
by all means to carry out his
vision. 

Deutsche Bahn is
increasingly shifting its balance
from a national rail carrier to an
international logistics giant
running fleets of aircraft, ships,
lorries and trains around the
globe. EU rail liberalisation
policies and the implementation
of  directives in Germany serve
as a perfect argument and
excuse for Mehdorn's type of
“imperialism”.

In local and regional rail
passenger transportation, the
process of liberalisation and
privatisation has gone far
ahead. DB Regio has lost some
20 per cent of the market to
companies such as
Veolia/Connex, Arriva and
others and is expected to lose at
least another 20 per cent over
the next decade. 

British giants like the First
Group are eagerly buying up
German bus companies and
would like to take over some
regional railways which are still
in public hands, owned by
certain federal states, whereas
others have been sold already. 

The Australian Babcock
group is only one of the
financial trusts that have
discovered the highly subsidised
German public transport system
as a source of quick profits. In
the other hand, the Star Capital
Group (Bank of Scotland and
Banco Santander) has recently
sold its 75 per cent shares in the
German Abellio rail company to
the Dutch Railways NS.

While DB managers weep
crocodile tears about losing bids
in the German provinces, they
use this as an argument to

conquer the increasingly
liberalised European rail
markets, getting franchises in
Britain such Chiltern Railways.

DB is also trying to get a
foothold in the Stockholm
public transport system. Over
the last few years, it has bought
rail freight companies in
Holland, Denmark, Switzerland,
Italy and Spain and last not
least EWS as well as the US
American Bax Global group and
many others. 

The present conflict over
EWS redundancies underlines
the fact that the DB
management are not a friendly
ally trying to get the European
railway system strengthened nor
a champion of a “sustainable”,
ecological transport policy. 

RAIL IMPERIALISM

While the Mehdorn management
has given up many rural lines
and cut off hundreds of
factories from rail links, they
want to conquer Eurasia,
developing a trans-continental
rail bridge from Germany
through Siberia into China. 

So why should they care
about providing the Black
Forest, the Baltic Sea or a
number of German cities with
decent long-distance passenger
links? 

On November 25, the British
Guardian rightly pointed out
that a new “Franco-German
battle for supremacy in Europe's
rail network” is beginning and
that both DB and SNCF “are
more likely to end up as
sparring partners”. 

The Guardian explains:
“What is certain is that EWS,

which already runs a pilot
freight service from Wembley to
Cologne, is the front-line force
for an assault against SNCF in
France's freight market. Axel
Marschall, an executive vice-
president at DB Schenker, the
freight and logistics business,
said the goal was to capture up
to 25 per cent of the French
market. Through its holding in
Spanish freight operator
Transfesa, DB plans to dominate
the north-south European axis
from Britain — and
Denmark/Sweden — to Spain.

“We're witnessing a new

front. SNCF, the leader in
passenger services, collaborates
with DB in running nine daily
services between Paris and
Frankfurt/Stuttgart and, through
Thalys, between Cologne and
Brussels/Amsterdam. But the
pair, both members of Railteam,
are more likely to end up as
sparring partners, not least in
Britain.

What we are facing is a
competition for European rail
domination especially between
DB and SNCF. The economic
warmongering has been going
on for some time. DB bosses
argue that without billions
raised from an IPO they would
be eclipsed and pushed aside by
SNCF which is going to run its
TGV high speed trains in
Germany and other countries.
To “counter this offensive”,
Mehdorn warned the French
that the German ICE would
conquer new French
destinations such as Lyon and
the Mediterranean coast before
long.

This idea has even been
swallowed by union leaders. In
a recent interview, the newly
elected TRANSNET chairman
Alexander Kirchner pointed out
that he would prefer not to have
an IPO but on the other hand
DB urgently needed money for
instance to buy new highspeed
trains in order to stand up
against SNCF and other
competitors.

On the other side of the
Rhine, Madame Idrac, then
SNCF CEO, convened a meeting
of French rail union leaders in
summer, 2007, and told them: 

“Sirs, the situation is very
serious, Deutsche Bahn (through
EWS) has begun to conquer

French territory and there is
only room for two or three big
players. Let us stand together to
make sure that alongside DB,
SNCF will be the other one.” 

Following the meeting,
French train drivers´union
FGAAC leader Bruno Duchemin
stated that he now realised the
need for the SNCF to go for an
IPO.

Back on the German side of
the Rhine, MOT Tiefensee is
telling us that unless we have
an IPO “the TGV will conquer
Berlin”.

ECONOMIC WAR

This is not the language of
German-french friendship nor of
European rail integration and
fair partnership but rather of
economic war. Colleagues from
the DB freight sector told me
that already the technical and
organisational cooperation
between the DB/Railion and
FRET/SNCF is experiencing
setbacks. 

From the fragmentation of
British railways, UK rail workers
know better than anybody else
that under the pressure of hard
economic competition,
cooperation and communication
are bound to suffer enormously. 

If we allow this economic
warmongering to continue, there
will be very few winners and
many losers: workers,
passengers, the environment, the
public. It is time to change
course and extend the fight
against liberalisation,
fragmentation and privatisation
and for the re-integration and
re-nationalisation of the rail
networks. 

RAIL FOR ALL: German protesters join the Paris demonstration
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STILL
CAMPAIGNING

FOR DECENT
PENSIONS

PENSION LOBBY
DEMANDS A DECENT
STATE PENSION FOR ALL
GENERATIONS

Pensioners and trade
unionists joined forces
recently to demand a higher
basic state pension for the
over 60s of today and
tomorrow.

Over 1,000 protesters of all
ages lobbied Parliament, as
part of a campaign organised
by the National Pensioners
Convention and over 15 trade
unions to mark the centenary
of the state pension. The
lobby called for:

• The basic state pension to
be raised above the
poverty level (£151 a week
for a single pensioner)

• The link with earnings or
prices (whichever is higher)
to be restored immediately

• The state pension to be
paid to all existing
pensioners on a universal
basis
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One hundred and ten years ago on
December 13 1898, representatives from 14
trade unions met at the Browning Hall in
Southwark, London to start the campaign
for a universal state pension.

Led by figures such as Rev Francis
Herbert Stead, Charles Booth, leading trade
unionist Margaret Bondfield and
businessman Edward Cadbury, they
embarked on a decade long nationwide
campaign that, in 1908, secured the first
ever state pension.

The Old Age Pensions Act was passed in
August 1908, and on January 1 1909 the
first state pensions of 5 shillings a week
were paid at the post office to men and
women on reaching 70 years of age.

Even though the pension was means-
tested, it was a tremendous advance in
social policy and represented the first time
that the state had recognised it had a
responsibility to look after those in old age.

But today, figures show that after a
century of the state pension, pensioner
poverty remains:

•  In the last year (2007/8) the number of
pensioners living below the official
poverty line of £151 a week (60 per cent
of median population income before
housing costs) has risen by 300,000 to
2.5 million. This is the number of older
people living in poverty as in 1997/98.

•  Between 1997 and 2006, the number of
people living in severe poverty – defined
as living on less than 40 per cent of
median population income – increased by
600,000. The poorest quarter of pensioner
households saw their incomes rise by less
than one per cent last year, well below
inflation. The poorest single pensioners
saw their real incomes drop by four per
cent.

•  About two thirds of those pensioners
living in poverty are women. Up to as
many as five million do not qualify for a
full state pension because they were
unable to pay the full national insurance
contributions because of caring for their
families or being in low paid
employment. 

• Around 62 per cent of pensioner couples
have an annual income of £15,000 or
less, and 45 per cent of all single

pensioners have an annual income of
£10,000 or less.

• In a recent EU survey, only pensioners in
Latvia, Spain and Cyprus are more likely
to fall into poverty than those in the UK.
The Institute for Fiscal Studies concludes
that the proportion of pensioners below
the poverty threshold will remain at its
current level for at least the next decade,
despite government reforms.

• A recent survey by Scottish Widows
found that 1 in 3 future pensioners will
not have sufficient income to avoid
poverty when they retire. Up to 9m
workers currently have no other pension
provision than that which will be
provided by the state when they retire,
and even those who are currently in a
money-purchase (defined contribution)
occupational pension scheme have seen
the value of their pension funds fall by
an estimated £250 billion.

NPC general secretary Joe Harris said
that we owed the original pension pioneers
a great debt of gratitude for securing the
very first state pension, but they would be
turning in their graves if they knew that
after 100 years, one in four pensioners was
still living in poverty. 

“In fact, today's state pension is worth
even less in relation to average wages than
it was in 1908 and next year’s increase in
the state pension will be a measly £4.55 a
week, at a time when millions of older
people will be faced with the unenviable
dilemma of trying to heat their homes or eat
properly,” he said.

He said that for decades, successive
governments have relied on means-tested
benefits for existing pensioners and good
occupational pension schemes for future
generations, as a way of avoiding paying a
decent state pension. 

“But this approach is unravelling – with
means-testing remaining unpopular and
ineffective at getting money to the poorest
and many decent company pensions being
replaced by insecure money-purchase
schemes. 

“Billions of pounds have been wiped off
private pension funds in recent weeks – and
up to nine million workers now face an
insecure retirement.

“Pensioners – both now and in the
future – need dignity and security in
retirement that only a decent state pension
can provide. 

“The government should use the huge
surplus in the National Insurance Fund to
raise the state pension to at least £151 a
week to give everyone a pension that takes
them out of poverty. 

“After 100 years it’s about time we ended
pensioner poverty for good,” he said. 

PENSION FACTS & FIGURES - THEN & NOW

1908

• Non-contributory pension 

• Payable to men and women at 70

• 5 shillings a week: represented between
20-25% of average earnings 

• Means-tested and based on character

2008 

• Contributory pension 

• Payable to men and women at 65 in 2024
and rising to 68 by 2044

• £90.70 a week: represents around 15 per
cent of average earnings 

• Pension not means-tested, but means-
testing still exists for those who need
additional income 

• One in five of today's 11m pensioners live
below the official poverty line, the vast
majority of them women. In 1891, 1.3m
people were classed as paupers – of
which 31 per cent were over 60-years-old

• The government has said it will restore
the link between pensions and earnings
in 2012, but by that time three million of
today's pensioners will have died

• Today's state pension of £90.70 a week
from April 2008 is widely regarded as the
least adequate in Europe  

• The National Insurance Fund currently
has a surplus of £46 billion, which is
forecast to grow to £114 billion by 2012.
This money is primarily intended to pay
for state pensions, but today’s pensioners
are being denied a higher pension
because the government is using the
money to fund other expenditure

The National Pensioners Convention (NPC) marked
the anniversary of the first ever campaign for a state
pension to call on the government to eradicate
growing pensioner poverty
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Hip hopping
young members 

Jen York
reports on the
RMT Learning
initiative
inviting young
RMT members
to make music
and fight
racism
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Saturday morning and the music
is already vibrating through the
doors at the Komedia in
Brighton. Ten young RMT
members make there way into
the studio and on the Decks are
KMT aka Ian Solomon and Dave
Smith, TUC tutor from the
College of North East London. 

Ian talks about his DJ career
and explains how he uses hip
hop as a way of creating social
cohesion and to fight against
racism and intolerance. Hip hop
is used to get people talking,
creating and working together. 

Everyone is then asked about
the stereotypes of hip hop and
what it means to them. From the
answers each person then
creates a sound or come up with
a word. 

Before we know it we are up
on our feet beat boxing using
the words and sounds. Everyone
takes turns orchestrating the
sounds counting through the
beat of two, in and out and loud
and soft. 

Ian talks about rhythms and
explains that nursery rhymes are
the origins of rap. We are then
asked to think about a word that
rhymes with our names. Going
around the group everyone
starts to rap their names ‘My
name is Ian and I am human
being’. ‘My name is Dave and I
like a rave’, ‘my name is Lori
and I aint’ sorry’, ‘My name’s
Emma and I’m in a dilemma’,
‘My name is Rob and I make ya
sob’. Everyone is asked to note
their name rap for later and
then over lunch Ian gives a
quick demo on how to use the
decks.  One by one we have a
go and learn to scratch. 

NO TO RACISM

The group discussed what RMT
stands for, such as equality,
community, fairness and rights
and compared it to the
manifesto of the British National
Party manifesto. 

The manifesto outlined plans
for registering anyone who is
not white for removal from
Britain. Woman should be
encouraged to stay home and
raise children while
homosexuality and abortion
would be illegal. 

In smaller groups, we looked

at stereotypes, looking at times
in our lives when we have been
victims of other people’s
assumptions and stereotyping.
With what we had just learnt
about the BNP and our own
experiences we were asked to
write down words and emotions.
Then find words that rhyme,
contrasts or puts a spin on the
meaning. By the end of the first
day all the groups had written a
short rap. 

Dave and Ian also talked
about the LoveMusicHateRacism
campaign and how to organise a
music event to raise awareness
and unite people against racism.
To fund any events everyone
talked about taking teams to
work behind the bar at the
festivals with the Workers’ Beer
Company. Hopefully, there will
be RMT young members’ events
happening in London and
Plymouth. 

It was soon time to work on
the final rap and Ian gets
everyone warmed up by doing
some vocal exercises and
playing some energy games. We
went to our name raps and the
beat boxing. Then getting back
into small groups some work is
done on the raps written
yesterday and all the groups
practise before hoping up on
stage to perform.

RMT LEARNING

The group also visited the
Brighton RMT Learning centre
and discussed how RMT
learning can help all members
through their learning reps or
offering financial help through
the RMT bursary scheme. 

Learning should be fun,
worthwhile and can be anything
from attending a hip hop
course, up-skilling in Maths or
English or taking up a course
with Open University. 

For more information on
RMT Union Learning in your
area or company contact
Andrew Brattle on 020 7529
8820 or email
a.brattle@rmt.org.uk

If your company does not
have a learning agreement in
place yet, please contact Andrew
and he will pass on your details
to your Development Worker
who will then contact you. 

SOME EXAMPLES OF LYRICS CREATED BY COURSE PARTICIPANTS...

An injury to one is an injury to all, united we stand divided we fall
Went to bluewater buying goodies, can’t go in wearing a hoody. Is it
cause I am young, trying to have fun. Oh well I will to go Westfield to
get my shopping done.
An injury to one is an injury to all, united we stand divided we fall. 
Painting me a stigma, calling me a gangster.  I ain’t no criminal,
committed no crime. They issued me an ASBO ‘cause they didn’t like
this rhyme.
An injury to one is an injury to all, united we stand divided we fall. 
Everyone here stand up with me, put your hands in the air just like me.
Now put your finger up and say.
An injury to one is an injury to all, united we stand divided we fall. 

‘You disgust, you disgrace, and you discriminate by race. While you are
out playing this world is fraying. You box me into a role, I ain’t your
manhole. Use your assumption; to come to a junction. Your morality is
skint; I ain’t no bint. Your force us into rules, which only cause duels.
Where’s the love, peace and respect, you disgust, enrage and upset.
Everyone fears change will divide; united we stand; we will survive’.

‘Just cause I am girl doesn’t mean you can act so absurd’
‘Just cause I do my job properly do not mean I am your property’
‘Just cause I live on a council estate do not mean I will end up in front
of a magistrate’

WHAT DID EVERYONE THINK? 

“It was good to find out more about the active movement against the
BNP and how we can help make a difference”-Rob Stonehouse

“The course has built my confidence up and has given a lot of
information about RMT and the anti-racist movement”-Hayley Gaskell

“I didn’t know what to expect on this course, it’s great to meet other
Young members and learn that enthusiasm is still alive within the
union”- Adrian Rowe
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Throughout 2009 UIA are running a fantastic prize
draw to help RMT members with their finances,
by paying for their shopping for a whole month. 

Enter UIA’s fabulous free prize draw and you
could win £500 worth of shopping vouchers to
spend at the supermarket of your choice! One
lucky winner will be picked at the end of each
month, up to and including December 2009.
That’s right this competition gives the chance for
not one winner, not two winners, but 12 winners
to have a bit of extra money to spend over a
month, while UIA pay for all their shopping needs,
whatever they may be. 

With 12 chances to win, why not enter to see if
UIA can take some strain off your monthly bill with
this helpful shopping prize! For your chance to
win and for full details, please visit
www.rmtinsurance.co.uk. All you have to do is
fill out a few details, taking no longer than a
couple of minutes. Terms and conditions apply
and the closing date is 31st December 2009.

RMT are Introducer Appointed Representatives of UIA
(Insurance) Ltd which is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Services Authority.

LET UIA GET THE
SHOPPING BILL!
PRIZE Draw - Win your monthly shop!

If so, we need your contact details to help RMT in its campaigning work
We’d like to inform you of any relevant transport or union-related work the union is doing in your area.

Please supply the following to Alastair Gittins in the National Policy Department via a.gittins@rmt.org.uk 

Name ................................................................................................... RMT membership no ...................................................

Councillor for (Ward/District) .............................................................. (Council) .......................................................................

Party represented .........................................................................................................................................................................

Home address ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Email address ..................................................................................... Mobile .........................................................................

ARE YOU A LOCAL COUNCILLOR AND A MEMBER OF RMT?
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FEBRUARY

Health and safety conference February 25 Doncaster

Young members’ conference February 28/ March 1 Birmingham

MARCH

Women’ conference March 6/7 Newcastle

Supervisory grades conference March14/15 Isle of Wight

Black and ethnic minority members’ March 17/18 London

Station staff & associated grades March 17/18 Glasgow

APRIL

Traincrew and shunters grades conference April 2/4 Hull

Engineering grades conference April 16/17 Plymouth 

Catering grades conference April 17/19 Tenby

Busworkers’ conference April 23/24 Barnstaple

Road freight grades conference April 25 Weston Super
MareRMT retired members’ conference April 30 London

MAY

LGBT conference April 8 Cardiff

JUNE

Conference of branch and regional council secretaries

RMT Annual General Meeting June 28/July 3 Isle of Man

SEPTEMBER

Signalling grades conference September 19/20 Lincoln

RMT has produced a film,
available free to members,
explaining how the Lisbon
Treaty, EU directives and euro
court rulings threatens
democracy, public services and
workers’ rights across Europe.

Want to know how the
European Union is privatising
rail networks in member states?

Interested in exactly how the
Lisbon Treaty would undermine
democracy? Need to know how
European Court of Justice
rulings attack trade union
rights? Then this DVD is for
you. Get your copy by simply
filling in the form below or e-
mail your request to
bdenny@rmt.org.uk 

Send for your free DVD to RMT DVD, Unity
House, 39 Chalton Street, London, NW1 1JD

Name ....................................................................

Address ................................................................

..............................................................................

..............................................................................

Email .....................................................................

A GUIDE TO ACTION

RMT meetings and conferences 2009
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The country is facing a total
failure of housing policy in a
major recession. Now is the time
to press home the argument for
direct investment in first class
council housing. 

To kick off 2009 DCH has
produced a new eight page
newspaper (see details below), is
asking tenants, trade unionists,
councillors and others to 'sign

up to five demands for 2009'
and MPs are inviting supporters
of council housing to Parliament
on February 25 and have tabled
a new Early Day Motion 355
(opposite). 

SIGN UP

'Sign up' online or download a
'sign up' sheet and take it
around tenants, trade unionists
and councillors in your area to
raise the profile of the
campaign. 

LOBBY

The House of Commons Council
Housing Group is organising a
new inquiry event at Parliament
on 25 February with evidence
gathering taking place between
12-5pm and a meeting between
6-8pm. 

Evidence supporting fully
funding allowances to councils
for the management,
maintenance and repair of
council housing will be
presented to Housing Minister
Margaret Beckett and fed into
the Review of Council Housing
Finance. The inquiry will also
examine how to start a big new
council house building
programme. 

Further information from
Austin Mitchell MP, chair House
of Commons Council Housing
Group, House of Commons,
London SW1A 0AA
mitchellav@parliament.uk. 

DISTRIBUTE THE NEW CAMPAIGN
NEWSPAPER 

A special eight page newspaper
make the case for direct
investment and calls on
government to ring-fence the
national HRA and fully fund
allowances to councils at 'level
of need'. 

ALMOs in Oldham and
Warrington proposing to stock
transfer underlines the

DEFENDING
COUNCIL HOUSING 
The Defend Council Housing (DCH)
campaign is asking members to
sign up to five demands for 2009,
order their new newspaper and
come to Parliamentary lobby on
February 25 



I recently had the pleasure of
attending the International
Transport Workers’ Federation
Railway Section Meeting in Curitba,
Brazil with the general secretary,
EC member Derrick Marr and Steve
Wallace, who was elected by the
2008 AGM.

Delegates heard speakers from the
host Latin Americas unions which
included encouraging news that a
number of South American
governments were attempting to
kick start new railway building
projects after decades of neglect.

It was also encouraging to hear that
a meeting focusing on women in
the rail industry met for the first
time at such a forum.

It is vital that we participate in the
future and the Council of
Executives has agreed that in future
our delegation should include a
female delegate.

The main conference discussed the
privatisation of the world’s railways
which had started in 1987 in Japan
and now touched every corner of
the globe. 

The necessity for the ITF to provide
robust and proper leadership, and
support for all these issues was
also expressed by delegates.

Delegates then debated the
controversial issue of a
memorandum of understanding that
has been signed by the ITF and the
employers association the
International Union of Railways
(UIC). RMT voiced its strong
opposition to the memorandum
which amounted to a recipe for
class collaboration. Other unions
agreed and rejected the concept
and practice of social partnership. 

RMT delegate Steve Wallace
contributed to the debate around
organising rail workers. 

Steve enforced the need for
organisation and recruitment in the
area of recruitment and
organisation, and emphasised the
fact that RMT now has its own
education centre at Doncaster. 

The dire situation within EWS was

discussed and trade unions from
across Europe agreed that we
would need a united response and
a meeting has been agreed for very
early in the New Year to this effect.

There were only four resolutions
before the conference, three of
which were from our union on the
attacks on trade union rights, the
trade union response to climate
change, rail privatisation and
‘liberalisation’.

The first two here were
unanimously agreed the third was
agreed with two abstentions

A fourth resolution was
unanimously adopted from the
secretariat on young workers
activities which urged affiliates to
promote young member
involvement in unions both
nationally and internationally. 

Back in the UK, the issue of
planned redundancies at EWS and
National Express was raised by
myself and the general secretary
when we met the secretary of state
Geoff Hoon just before Christmas. 

We told him bluntly that the
government should intervene
directly and save the freight
industry and halt redundancies. All
he was able to say was that he
would make representations and
we left feeling that our members
would have to fight by means of the
ballot for strike action on to defend
our members on EWS and by
campaigning to resist these
attacks.

Six new members have joined the
Council of Executives. New general
grades committee members are
Craig Johnston for Manchester and
Northwest of England, Alan Tyrrell
for North Wales and North West,
Mick Lynch for London and Anglia,
Gerry McCann for Scotland and
Garry Hassell for South East.
Shipping members in region 2 have
elected Tony Lloyd.

I know all these new members will
play a vital and effective part in the
government of our union. 

John Leach

President’s column 

BUILDING
TRADE UNION
SOLIDARITY
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importance of re-uniting the
"council housing family" across
authorities directly managing
their homes and those with
ALMOs to secure direct
investment for all council
housing. 

ASK YOUR MP TO SUPPORT
EARLY DAY MOTION 355  

Ask your MP to sign the new
Early Day Motion 355 in
Parliament and meet you at
Westminster on February 25.
Email your MP and ask
organisations and individuals to
lobby their MPs too.  

EDM 355 
That this House points out the
urgent need to boost the
economy by a massive
programme of public investment
to improve existing council
homes and estates and build a
new generation of first-class
council housing to provide
secure tenancies and low rents,
and managed by an accountable
landlord of the type the large
numbers of people in housing
need desire; and calls on
Government to stop taking
money out of tenants' rents and
to ring-fence all rents and
receipts within a national
housing revenue account, to
fully fund allowances to local
authorities for the management,
maintenance and repair of
council homes at level of need,
along with a level playing field
on gap funding and debt write-
off so as to secure the long-term
future for council housing and
to provide funding to build new
council homes thus allowing
authorities to open up their
allocation policies once again to
the wide range of people on
council housing waiting lists so
that butchers, bakers, nurses
and teachers can live together
with young families and
pensioners thus returning our
estates to the mixed and
sustainable communities they
used to be, and to provide a
sustainable housing policy
offering security and stability for
the 21st century.

Austin  Mitchell MP
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A LETTER OF APPRECIATION

I am an employee of Merseyrail and an RMT member. Earlier
this year I had a long period in hospital and underwent open
heart surgery for a quintuple bypass.

Throughout my illness and lengthy period off work my local RMT
rep Ronnie Hardman kept in regular contact with me and liaised
with my employer.

Ronnie made numerous visits to me, both in hospital and at
home. He was frequently on the telephone and demonstrated a
genuine concern for my welfare. He had the knack of boosting
my morale whenever I was feeling low.

Ronnie’s support exceeded all my expectations and I owe him a
debt of gratitude.

Yours faithfully

John Prince

Regional organiser Brian
Whitehead presented Del

Simpson with his 25-year
badge and Stuart Martin was
presented with his 10-year
badge.  

Branch secretary Ken Slade
reports that everyone in
attendance had a great
evening with good company,
humour and food.

Rugby retired members
enjoyed their annual

Christmas dinner provided
by the Rugby Welfare Club.
From left to right: Donald
Mckinnell, Doug Pitcher
Rugby RMT Welfare
Secretary and Treasurer,
Frederick Reading, John
Woods, Calvin Henderson,
Keith Tomlinson, RMT
Assistant General Secretary
Pat Sikorski, Wilfred Evans,
Robert Skarrat, Gerald
Felkins, Malcom Quinnell,
John Clarke. 

RUGBY WELFARE CLUB CELEBRATES XMAS

Assistant general
secretary Mick Cash

presented long-service
awards recently to
Inverness branch
members. From left to
right Branch Secretary
Robert Bowie, Gary
MacMillan (25-year
badge), Mick Cash, Mike
Morello (10-year badge),
Jim Elliot (40-year badge)
and Stewart MacLennan
(40-year badge).

INVERNESS CELEBRATES

EAST KENT BRANCH
DOES THE HONOURS
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The National Union of
Railwaymen was the main

union to support the Burston
Strike School which ran in
Norfolk from 1914 to 1939 as
can be seen by all the NUR
branches listed on the school
building who donated to it. 

A couple of years ago, RMT
general secretary Bob Crow also
addressed the rally that takes
place on the green outside the
strike school every September.

The unions' action in 1914
enabled Tom and Kitty Higdon
(who had been sacked from the
church school for successfully
getting landowners replaced by
landworkers on the parish
council) to set up their own
progressive school.

Tom Higdon was in fact the
local branch secretary of the
agricultural workers' union who
was inspired by a meeting in
1909 with Joseph Arch (1826-
1919) in Arch's small cottage in
Barford.

It was the inspiring
personality and rhetoric of Arch,
who had formed the first ever
national agricultural workers'
union in 1872, that saw its
membership soar to 86,000 in
just two years, making it the

country's largest union of the
time.

Arch's first job at the age of
nine was as a crow scarer,
working 12 hours a day. He
went on to be a ploughboy,
stable boy and a champion
hedgecutter. He married a
domestic servant whose
employer fed better food to his
cats and dogs than Arch could
afford for his children. When he
asked for a rise to remedy this
he was rejected out of hand, so
he resigned to become a
successful "jobbing" (freelance)
labourer.

This, plus the fact that his
home had been bought by his
grandfather, meant he was less
susceptible to being sacked and
evicted by a single employer. So
he was the natural choice when
agricultural workers in
Warwickshire wanted a union
forming to fight pay cuts.

They booked the Stag's Head
in Wellesbourne for a meeting,
but so many turned up they
could not all get in, so they met
on the village green instead. A
hostile farmer had turned off
the street lights so the men held
lanterns in the dark.

Arch stood on an old pig-

stool under a chestnut tree and
his rousing speech spurred
hundreds to sign up there and
then.

"I knew that a fire had been
kindled which would catch on
and spread and run abroad like
sparks in stubble," he later
wrote.

This proved to be the case
and a series of strikes won rises
all over the country for many
years. The union also played a
significant role in winning the
vote for agricultural workers in
1884, which was 17 years after
it had been won for town
workers.

He was elected as a Liberal
MP in 1885 before the
formation of the Labour Party,
to become the first ever
agricultural worker to get to
Westminster. He represented
North West Norfolk.

His maiden speech called for
radical land reform. With so
much uncultivated land and so
many unemployed agricultural
workers, he argued, Parliament
should consider "every
legitimate means to bring the
land that cries for labour to the
labourers as soon as possible."

He regularly addressed TUC
conferences, calling for heavy
taxation on landowners who left
their land uncultivated, and for
the breaking up of the "feudal
fetters" that bound workers.

The cottage in which he lived
all his life, and the graveyard
where he is buried, are both
close to this pub.

Until recently there was an
annual march and rally in
Wellesbourne to commemorate
Arch's achievement in founding
the union there. 

People’s Pubs

JOSEPH ARCH
7 Bridge Street, Barford, Warwickshire

The chestnut tree on Wellesbourne Green where the agricultural workers union was
formed by Joseph Arch

Words by Mike Penterlow
Pictures by Peter Arkell
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Last month’s
solution...

The winner of prize
crossword no. 49 is
Jon Goodall, Overton.

Send entries to Prize Crossword,
RMT, Unity House, 39 Chalton
Street, London NWI IJD by 
February 2 with your name and
address. 

Winner and solution in next issue.

RMT £25 PRIZE
CROSSWORD
No. 50. Set by Elk

ACROSS
7 Legendary winged horse (7)
8,11 Bob Crow, Matt Wrack, Mark Serwotka, Paul

Kenny etc (7, 11)
10 Gambling place (6)
11 Where ship is tied up for loading (8)
12 Transport Secretary (4)
13 For a brief moment (10)
14 See 8
19 Can be done with baton – or whistle and

Avantix? (10)
22 Marine decapod crustacean -- walks

sideways (4)
23 One of the Roosevelt presidents (8)
24 Traditional sea-song (6)
25 Took it easy (7)
26 Number of players in rugby union squad (7)

DOWN
1 Six-sided figure (7)
2 Single-handed card game (8)
3 Postpone -- distract (3,3)
4 Ornamental stoppered vessel for liquor (8)
5,6 First democratically elected president of

South Africa (6, 7)
9 Horsey types (11)
15 Remembered -- summoned back (8)
16 Bewitches (8)
17 Got on - bus, train or ship (7)
18 Big black leopard (7)
20 Of the teeth (6)
21 Tittle-tattle (6)

RMT ELECTION RESULTS 
General Grades Committee Region one = Gerry McCann
General Grades Committee Region two = Craig Johnston
General Grades Committee Region three = Alan Tyrrell
General Grades Committee Region ten = Michael Lynch
Shipping Region one = Malcolm Dunning (elected unopposed)
Shipping Region two = Anthony Lloyd
Shipping Region three = Mark Carden (elected unopposed)
Shipping Region four = Andrew Gordon (elected unopposed)
Regional Organiser, Region one = Ian Macintyre (elected unopposed)
London Transport regional organiser Region 11 = Steve Hedley

IRELAND, SHANNON REGION
New Bed & Breakfast, Portumna,
Co.Galway. Beautiful country setting
yet close to town for lively pubs,
restaurants and shops. Ideal for
Fishing, Golfing, Touring or just
relaxing. Minutes from River Shannon,
Lough Derg, Portumna Golf Course
and Forest Park. 10% Discount and
1/2 Price Stena Ferries for RMT
Members.
Tel. 00353 909759596
email. murrays.ireland@yahoo.co.uk

Menorca. Villas and apartments
available in most resorts. For brochure
phone Nigel: 08702 402669
www.menorcavillaholidays.co.uk

Indian Wells Kissimmee villas.
10% discount on rates for RMT
members. Beautiful 3 bedroom 2
bathroom villa in Florida 5 minutes
drive from Disney. Exceptionally
central location, own pool with screen
porch and overlooking a lake. Will
sleep 8 and cot facilities are available. 
01202 427854.
www.indianwellskissimmeevillas.co.uk

CLASSIFIED ADS



• You need to be an RMT Credit Union member to open an RMT Christmas Club
Account.

• You have to save at least £5 per month into a regular RMT CU account in
addition to your RMT Christmas Club Account.

• You pay a monthly or 4-weekly Direct Debit consisting of your nominated
Christmas Club payment (min. £10) plus at least £5 per month to your main RMT
CU account. 

• Christmas Club accounts have to be opened by the end of April.  Late
applications commence the following November.

• As an RMT CU member you build up regular savings with a yearly dividend
(3.75% in 2008) and you can apply for low interest rate loans.

• Your Christmas Club money is separate from your regular savings account. That
means you will have a guaranteed sum available for Christmas maturing every
14th November, plus a savings account growing with time.

• The Christmas Club secures your money so it’s there for the Christmas period.
This means that your money is locked-in and you can make no withdrawals
until 14th November when all of your money, plus dividend will be paid out.

• If you make all of your payments we will endeavour to add a dividend bonus of
2% p.a. as accrued through the year 

• All of your money will be paid to your bank account on the first working day
after 14th November.

• If you cancel your payments the 2% dividend is not applied and you cannot
withdraw your money until after 14th November.  If you think you will need
access to your money before 14th November, this account is not suitable for
you.

• The Christmas Club will continue year-on-year, so payments after 14th
November start the next year’s account.  Of course if you wish to cancel your
payments you are free to do so at any time.

RMT CHRISTMAS CLUB
SAVE FOR CHRISTMAS THE EASY AND SAFE WAY WITH THE RMT CREDIT UNION
Saving for Christmas can be a real headache.  Take some of the stress
away by saving over the course of the year with the RMT Christmas
Club.  We’ll add a little extra to your savings and pay out the money
ready for your Christmas shopping spree. This account is designed for
people who want a secure savings account that helps them to save for
their Christmas spending.

It’s based on the traditional Christmas Club principle of saving a fixed
amount each month that is not accessible until the payout date.  Many
people like the discipline of a regular savings programme where they are
not able to access the cash!

Even a small amount saved each month soon adds up.  Saving is
made easy by Direct Debit either monthly or 4-weekly to suit your pay
cycle.

For our Christmas Club, the maturity date will be 14th November
each year.  We will add a bonus dividend at the maturity date and pay
the money direct to your bank account.  There are no vouchers or

hampers or anything of that kind – you decide how you want to spend
your money.

The bonus will be added to your savings if you complete all of your
regular payments. Last years bonus was 2%, and we hope to improve
this in subsequent years as the Christmas Club grows.  

As all of your Christmas Club money will be paid out each year it will
be kept separately from your regular credit union savings and cannot be
used against credit union loans. 

There is also a summer savings club account on the same basis and
principle with a payout date of mid-June, so that you can have ready
access to summer holiday spending money. 

If you want to open a Christmas Club account and are already a
credit union member simply complete the form below. If you are not
already a credit union member you will have to complete the form below
and the credit union membership application opposite. 
Completed forms should be returned to our freepost address.

TERMS & CONDITIONS – IMPORTANT INFORMATION - WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT RMT CHRISTMAS CLUB

Cut here  

 

Do you save monthly on 28th ?  Or 4 -weekly (Fri)?  You can save by calendar month or 4 -weekly 

How much do you save in your RMT Credit Union Account? £ min. £5 per 
month  

How much do you wish to save in your Christmas Club Account? £ min £10 per month 
in £5 multiples 

The total each period for both accounts on my Direct Debit is               £ the total 
month/4 -weekly  

This is the total amount you wish to save by Direct Debit monthly on the 28th or 4-weekly 
 

Remember that if you have a loan with us your regular Direct Debit will also include that repayment  
DECLARATION 
I understand the Terms & Conditions of the RMT Christmas Club Account and that membership of the RMT Credit Union is a condition of holding 
an RMT Christmas Club Account.  I understand that my monthly savings into the RMT Christmas Club cannot be withdrawn until the maturity 
date which is on or after 14th November each year. 

Your 
Signature 

 Date    /    /      

 

RMT CHRISTMAS CLUB APPLICATION  
RMT Credit Union Account Number (If known)

  

Surname   Address   

Forename(s)     

Home phone     

Mobile     

email   Postcode          

Date of birth   NI Numb   

Employer   RMT Branch  
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Your savings are fully protected for up to £50,000 by the Financial Services Compensation Scheme



MEMBERSHIP NUMBER

Finance Department, Unity House, 39 Chalton Street, London NW1 1JD 

RMT CREDIT UNION APPLICATION FORM – please complete your application along with the attached Direct Debit.

P l e a s e  u s e  B L O C K  C A P I TA L S and black ink.                          

1 PERSONAL DETAILS.

sserddAemanruS

Forename(s)

Home phone

edoctsoPenohp eliboM

Email address

rebmuN ecnarusnI lanoitaNhtriB fo etaD

3 Your Employment.

hcnarBTMRreyolpmE

Job Description

4 Mr Mrs Ms Miss 

5 Membership Status

RMT TU Member Retired RMT TU Member RMT Family Member 

6 How much do you wish to save  £                            This is the amount you wish to save by Direct Debit monthly on the 28th        or 4 weekly (Fri)

7 Normally your payments are made once a month (28th) to RMT Credit Union Ltd.

8 Next of Kin     .....................................................................................

Address .....................................................................................

.....................................................................................

.....................................................................................

9 I undertake to abide by the rules now in force or those that are adopted.

etaDerutangis ruoY

2 Marrital Status married partner single divorced Drivers Licence No.

Instruction to your Bank or
Building Society to pay by Direct Debit

Please fill in the whole form including official use box using a ball point pen and
Send to: RMT Credit Union Ltd., 39 Charlton Street, London NW1 1JD

Name and full postal address of your Bank or Building Society

Originator’s Identification Number

Reference Number

FOR RMT CREDIT UNION LTD OFFICIAL USE ONLY
This is not part of the the instruction to your Bank or Building Society.

yteicoS gnidliuB/knaBreganaM ehT :oT

Address

Postcode

Signature(s)

Date

Name(s) of Account Holder(s)

Bank/Building Society account number

Branch Sort Code

Instructions to your Bank or Building Society.
Please pay RMT Credit Union Ltd Direct Debits for the account detailed in this instruction subject to the safeguards
assured by the Direct Debit Guarantee. I understand that this instruction may remain with RMT Credit Union Ltd, if
so, details will be passed electronically to my Bank/Building Society.

Banks and Building Societies may not accept Direct Debit Instructions from some types of account

This guarantee should be detached and retained by the Payer.

The Direct Debit Guarantee
This guarantee is offered by all Banks and Building Societies that take part in the Direct Debit Scheme.The efficiency and security of the scheme is monitored and protected by your own Bank or
Building Society.
If the amounts to be paid or the payment date changes, RMT Credit Union Ltd will notify you 10 working days in advance of your account being debited or as otherwise agreed
If an error is made by RMT Credit Union Ltd or your Bank or Building Society, you are guaranteed a full and immediate refund from your branch of the amount paid
You can cancel a Direct Debit at any time by writing to your Bank or Building Society. Please also send a copy of your letter to us.

9 7 4 2 8 1

RMT CREDIT UNION LTD.

We are checking new member identification electronically. To do
this, we now carry out searches with credit reference agencies
who supply us with relevant detail including information from the
Electoral Register. The searches will not be used by other lenders
to assess your ability to obtain credit.

I agree to my identity being checked electronically

If we cannot verify your identity and address by this method, we will ask you to provide paper
documentation instead. Full details of these can be supplied to you by calling 020 7529 8835.



Open six days a week 
Mon to Fri - 8am until 6pm, Sat - 9.30am to 4pm

e-mail: info@rmt.org.uk

Legal helpline: 0800 587 7516
Seven days a week 

or call the helpline on freephone
0800 376 3706

Visit www.rmt.org.uk to join online

JOIN RMT
BRITAIN’S 
SPECIALIST
TRANSPORT
UNION

Problems at work? Call the helpline
(Now with two operators and the facilities to translate
into 170 languages)


